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there's also an option to continue the oldstyle save system that was
used for the first revelations, and as before the save slot will be reset
if you ever switch devices. again, this adds to the connectivity, giving

us the option to play on a handheld or on a tv, or on our console of
choice. its main omission is a lack of cloud save. this is a real shame,
given that this is a game that at its core is about saving. revelations 2

doesn't do a fantastic job of making you feel like a hero, but in a
world without cloud save, that's a little harder to believe. there was

an option in the menu to enable one, but it was never quite
implemented in a way that felt worthwhile. it's a big oversight, and
one that detracts from the game. as a general rule of thumb, i'd say
to avoid this unless you're happy to try to play the game on its own
terms and rules, without any sort of save system. there's less of an
incentive to work through and complete the collection, and you may

find yourself missing out on something that the game is trying to
communicate to you. if you're used to the cloud save stuff then all

bets are off, but even then i recommend that you try it in practice. the
first game, released back in 2013, was a shameless, over-the-top

pastiche of the series as a whole. all of the trademark x games’ most
bizarre set-pieces were present, as were most of its most memorable

characters and concepts. but they were put into a far more
commercial context, with the stonework of the whole affair coated in
a veneer of slick, polished hollywood production values. it was an ill-
advised entry that - while entertaining - drew attention to the fact
that it might’ve benefited from being a pure survival horror game

rather than a sprawling action romp.
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two of alucard's greatest strengths are its gameplay and atmosphere.
you play as a vampire that moves at a blistering clip that's a joy to

control with the touch screen controls, on a huge variety of
environments that look stunningly crisp thanks to some impressive
sprite scaling and some neat aa. this was a transitional period for
capcom, one that saw the publisher and developer's chief game

designer working on two distinctly different projects. one was the
third entry in the final fight trilogy, while the other was a fresh take on
the style that would become known as the monster hunter franchise.
the former is still well worth playing, with its excellent level design

and a package of timeless gameplay. its companion monster hunter
gauntlet, monster hunter generations, on the other hand, suffers from

design missteps as well as a series of crashes (which are
exceptionally frequent, to boot). its lack of attention to detail often

manifests in generations as poor frame-rate, and it also suffers from
some downright horrendous issues like stability issues and crashes for

which capcom typically had a lot of ire for and that the company
worked diligently to fix, but have yet to do so. the excellent starfox:
battlefront launched on the wii in 2009, and the company's efforts to

develop the game for the wii u ultimately resulted in a myriad of
delay and cancellation scares. in 2010, the studio shifted gears with

the wii-exclusive donkey kong country returns expansion for the
original donkey kong country, which - along with its sequel and

various other spin-offs - served as the de facto mascot for the wii.
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